
Definitive Technology answered the need for ultra-shallow high-performance loudspeakers to match the latest ultra-thin TVs with the 
critically acclaimed Mythos XTR Series speakers. Their slim profile, clean modern styling and sound quality equivalent to full-size speakers
made the XTR series an instant hit with audio critics and home theater enthusiasts. Now Definitive offers two Mythos ultra-
slim single-speaker solutions—the five-channel XTR-SSA5 and the three-channel XTR-SSA3. 

XTR-SSA5: The Perfectly Thin Surround Solution
If you want all the thrills of five-channel surround sound without the need for separate rear speakers,
Definitive Technology has the solution: the XTR-SSA5. The SSA5 incorporates Solo Surround Array
(SSA), a patented technology that optimizes the spatial presentation of five channels to create the 

illusion that you are surrounded by five separate high-
performance speakers. Enjoying a superb sounding 
audiophile-grade surround experience has never been 
more convenient. Simply connect an SSA5 to any multi-
channel receiver and powered subwoofer to enjoy enveloping 
surround sound without the bother of running wires and 
finding locations for rear speakers.

SSA technology uses complex directional cues to completely free 
the sound from the box and convince your ears and brain that you 
are surrounded by great sounding Definitive loudspeakers. Since SSA 
does not depend on bouncing sound off walls, it works in virtually 
any room and setup configuration. With SSA5 technology, you’ll get 
big, lifelike three-dimensional imaging from all multi-channel sources.
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Add the incredibly compact
yet powerful SuperCube
2000 powered subwoofer 
to your XTR-SSA for the 
ultimate in performance.
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The Mythos XTR-20BP
bipolar surround speaker
is the perfect surround
speaker for the XTR-SSA3. 

XTR-SSA3: The Perfectly Thin L/C/R Solution
For those listeners who prefer to use discreet surround speakers or forgo rear channel speakers entirely,
Definitive offers the innovative XTR-SSA3. Simply connect an SSA3 to the left, center and right speaker 
outputs of any multi-channel receiver for high-performance front-stage reproduction from a single 
stylish, compact and convenient speaker. The left and right channel arrays of the SSA3 utilize patented
SSA technology to vastly widen the stereo image to lifelike proportions. You’ll enjoy a sonic image that 
is as wide as the wall with incredible three-dimensionality. For complete surround sound enjoyment,
mate the XTR-SSA3 with matching Mythos XTR-20BP surround speakers or any of Definitive’s in-wall 
or in-ceiling speaker solutions.

MYTHOS XTR SSA SERIES

Superior Definitive Monocoque Aluminum Enclosure
Like the entire Mythos Series, the SSA models are fabricated from 
aircraft-grade extruded aluminum styled to perfectly match today’s
ultra-shallow flat panel TVs. The gloss black finish has been hand-
polished to a beautiful pearlescent sheen. 

Ultimate Placement Versatility
The SSAs come supplied with everything you need to place them 
wherever you want to use them—they can be mounted to either a 
wall or a TV bracket accessory speaker arm with the supplied wall- 
mount bracket. For shelf-mounting in front of or below the TV, the 
SSA models come with clever adjustable shelf support feet that can 
raise the speaker over the TV’s protruding shelf stand. 
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XTR-SSA5 SPECIFICATIONS
Number of Channels: 5
Driver Complement:
– 10 each 31⁄2" (90mm) XTDD dome mid/bass drivers 
– 3 each 1" (25mm) Pure Aluminum Dome Tweeters
Dimensions: 45"L x 15⁄8"D x 51⁄4"H (114.3cm L x 4cm D x 13.2cm H)
Frequency Response: 60Hz - 30kHz
Sensitivity: 90dB
Nominal Impedance: 8 Ohms

XTR-SSA3 SPECIFICATIONS
Number of Channels: 3
Driver Complement: 
– 6 each 31⁄2" (90mm) XTDD dome mid/bass drivers 
– 3 each 1" (25mm) Pure Aluminum Dome tweeters
Dimensions: 43"L x 15⁄8"D x 51⁄4"H (109.2cm L x 4cm D x 13.2cm H)
Frequency Response: 80Hz - 30kHz
Sensitivity: 90dB
Nominal Impedance: 8 Ohms
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